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Executive Summary

Executive Summary
Urban Agriculture is defined as agricultural activity taking place within the urban area or on the
edges (peri-urban). These activities include the growing or raising of food, and the processing or
distribution of it. Urban Agriculture, utilized as a way to empower cities and its citizens, is
gaining momentum throughout Europe. The benefits of this movement exist beyond food
production, with improved social connection, community cohesion, health and food literacy, as
well as city beautification being just a few of the many outcomes when people in cities are
directly involved in growing food. In 2015, the County Governor’s office of Telemark made
Urban Agriculture a priority and took on the challenge of supporting the development and
establishment of Urban Agriculture across the county.
Skien, the administrative centre for Telemark and the county’s most populous municipality,
currently has a variety of Urban Agriculture projects in various stages of development. The
projects span from grassroots community garden groups to established community supported
agriculture, to Kommune planning projects, to private businesses looking to incorporate Urban
Agriculture into their business goals. Between September – November 2017, through a series of
interviews and a public workshop, our team of Agroecology Masters students from the
Norwegian University of Life Sciences worked with the citizens of Skien to advance Telemark’s
Urban Agriculture priority. The objective of this project was to understand some of the current
challenges the players of Urban Agriculture are facing, and to develop potential solutions.
Skien seems like a natural city for agriculture, with its compact city core just a few kilometres
away from the peri-urban farms that surround it. However, like most European cities, there is a
lack of connectivity between food growers and those that consume it. Food, for most people,
comes from a grocery store, and not from the soil and farmland. While Urban Agriculture is
happening in Skien, the projects are scattered and appear to lack a sense of continuity. Despite
the challenges, the potential for Urban Agriculture in Skien is definitely there.
The public workshop held with the Urban Agriculture players showed a desire for Skien to
become a vibrant city that is blooming, with food being cultivated in public spaces to create a
strong sense of community. However, the players did acknowledge several challenges:
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People

The need to motivate people to get involved

Community Involvement The need to cultivate a sense of community and develop a
common goal
Sustainable ownership

The need to find continued ownership for projects beyond
initiation and beyond just the growing seasons.

Cultural Shift

The need to cultivate pride and ownership for Urban Agriculture.

A variety of solutions were identified by the workshop participants to deal with these
challenges and are summarized in this report. Taking these solutions into consideration, our
project team has suggested an Urban Food Trail to bring cohesion, continuity and visibility to
Urban Agriculture in Skien. This trail envisions a Skien with diverse Urban Agriculture projects
working together to beautify and revitalize the city centre, while providing a source of
inspiration and education to trigger more grassroots movement and citizen involvement. This
trail looks at further developing the projects that are already in place and also looks at future
ones that can be added.
The Urban Food Trail is an umbrella initiative to unify all the Urban Agriculture projects and
actors. For this to take off, it is encouraged that Skien look towards cities that have established
a Food Policy Council as a platform for the promotion and advocacy of common food goals and
policies. A Food Policy Council brings together actors from different sectors, such as community
leaders, government officials, growers, educators, distributors and engaged citizens. All of
these people exist in Skien, but need to be brought together.
A Food Policy Council can take on many forms and is dependent on the needs of the community
in which it serves. It can be born out of a grassroots movement, or government authorities can
initiate it. With the challenges identified by the group, at the moment Skien does not appear to
have the groundswell of grassroots movements to bring together such a working group without
support. There are many driving factors at play that indicates the Kommune can play a strong
role in unifying projects and providing a platform for collaboration. They have funding for
projects available and Urban Agriculture is a desired outcome of many of their planning
initiatives. In addition, it has support at the County level, all which puts the Kommune well
poised to take a leadership role in bringing alive an Urban Agriculture vision for Skien.
This project identified some of the challenges and solutions in moving forward Urban
Agriculture in Skien. However, more importantly, it is meant to inspire, raise awareness of
common goals and bring together the Urban Agriculture community in Skien.
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1 Introduction

1 Introduction
Project background
Across cities in Europe there is a growing movement to fill city blocks, unused urban spaces and
even rooftops with agricultural activities. Community gardens, farmers markets, community
supported agriculture programs (CSA or andelslandbruk), school gardening programs and
backyard chickens are just some of the Urban Agricultural activities finding their way into the
social fabric of a community. Here in Norway, Oslo and Trondheim are seeing strong grassroots
movement for Urban Agriculture, coupled with a public desire to support and grow these
activities. Likewise, Telemark is recognizing the contribution Urban Agriculture can make to
vibrant and resilient cities.
Urban Agriculture (UA) is defined as agricultural activity taking place within the urban area or
on the edges (peri-urban). These activities include the growing or raising of food, and the
processing or distribution (Bailkey & Nasar, 2000). There is growing awareness that UA provides
more than just production of food. Urban Agriculture has the ability to deliver social and health
benefits, heighten food literacy, create economic development opportunities as well as
beautifying streets and contributing to a greener, more liveable city.
As of 1 March 2015, the development of UA in Telemark is included within the responsibilities
of the Governor of the County. Together with municipalities, the County Governor’s office is
taking on the challenge to assist in establishing and developing UA across the county. As a
result of this priority, a strategy for urban and Peri-Urban Agriculture in Telemark (Strategi for
bynærtog urbant landbruk i Telemark) was published in June 2015 under the project
management of Ellen Dasgrud, Senior Consultant for Urban Agriculture at the County
Governor’s office.
Telemark has a vision to be one of the country's most innovative counties for Urban and PeriUrban Agricultural initiatives. As Agroecology Masters students at the Norwegian University of
Life Sciences (NMBU), our group ran a project supporting this vision, in cooperation with Ellen
Dagsrud, to address how to Co-Create Urban Agriculture in Skien, the most populous
municipality in the county.
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Project approach
The project was conducted between September - November 2017, in which our team made two
visits to Skien. The first visit consisted in understanding the current state of UA in Skien. We
achieved this through structured interviews with Ellen, key stakeholders in the Skien Kommune,
UA players in community groups and the private sector, CSAs, growers and distributors. We
also conducted site visits to various UA projects around the urban and peri-urban areas. From
this first visit, themes (main issues) of the current situation emerged.
A public workshop was conducted in the second visit on 12 November, 2017. The workshop’s
purpose was to bring together all the key players of UA in Skien to get their vision of UA and to
understand common challenges, identify root causes and develop solutions and action plans. It
also served to validate the observations made in the first visit. Figure 1 reflects the structure of
the workshop (Activities), which ignited the participant’s creativity and visioning (Results), that
was brought into this document. The clouds depict emergent properties from that were also
another result of the workshop.

Figure 1

Workshop activities and document structure
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Statement of purpose
This report provides a summary and analysis of the work conducted with the citizens of Skien. It
is written for all the stakeholders involved in UA in Skien (Ellen Dagsrud, the Kommune, urban
planners, UA project participants, concerned citizens, and others) and it is meant to be used as
a supporting resource for those willing to put together an Urban Agriculture movement in the
city. It is divided into the following sections:
Present Situation

An overview and analysis of the current state of Urban Agriculture
in Skien

Public Workshop

Current challenges, root causes, and solutions identified by the
community

Convergence

A unifying concept for Skien Urban Agriculture. A recommended
solution to bring cohesion to current Urban Agriculture activities
and to address current challenges.
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2 Present Situation: reasons why
Urban Agriculture struggles to
get started in Skien
Urban Agriculture in Skien: What is already there?
During the first visit to Skien we identified the current state of the UA through spatial
observations of the city, site visits of current UA projects, and meetings with key stakeholders
across all sectors involved in existing or potential UA projects.
Skien, at first glance, appears very much to be an agricultural city. There are many peri-urban
farms located directly outside the city centre. As you can see on the satellite image to the right,
farms almost border the city centre, with a higher concentration of producers to the east and
the north. The farms of Skien produce a good diversity of food, including dairy, grain,
vegetables, and meat. You will find both conventional agriculture and organic farming, and
there are a few farm shops and CSAs (Table 1).

Figure 2

Satellite image of Skien with bordering agricultural land
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Table 1

Farms involved in direct sales in Skien

Name

Products

Klovholt økologiske gård

Organic potatoes and vegetables

Kjær Gård

Fruits, berries, vegetables, herbs and strawberries

Meen Gård

Potatoes and vegetables

Finne Gård

Diverse products

Mustvedt Gård

Berries and processed foods

Tull & Tøys Farm Shop

Diverse products

Hoppestad Gård

Corn picking

Århus Gård

Fruits and vegetables

Skien has experienced regular farmer markets in the past; now there is only the annual food
festival Mersmak. However this is more geared as a commercial and cultural event about food
in general, rather than an event aimed at developing the relationship between consumers and
local farmers.
Skien also has many green spaces, which mainly consist of lawns. They sometimes include apple
trees, and also apples rotting on the ground. Some green spaces, with walking paths and bike
lanes, bridge the divide between peri-urban farms and the city, and could be ideal places to
initiate urban farming.
Skien contains several other potential sites to develop Urban Agriculture. In the city centre
there is not as much activity as in other cities, and the Kommune would like to revitalize the
area. In this context, a few urban farming initiatives have emerged in Skien.
To get a better idea of the UA projects in progress or in development, we conducted meetings
and interviews with key stakeholders, including:
•

Landscape architects from the Kommune’s Planning Division

•

Agricultural advisor at the Kommune

•

Farmers
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•

Citizens involved in Bakken Folkehage

•

Project leader for the Kommune’s "Ibsenbiblioteket” project

•

Citizens involved in CSAs

•

Business representative of Langøya

•

Consumers

•

Store manager of MENY

The following matrix (Figure 3) plots the variety of UA projects in Skien on the basis of their
location (intra-urban to peri-urban) and on the basis of organization (community to business
oriented). The diversity of location and business ownership reflect the potential to reach
different populations to unite the city under a UA identity. This matrix also reflects gaps in the
available location of production, education and access to local food.

Figure 3

Matrix of current UA projects based on location and organizational ownership
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These projects are a fertile starting point for growing UA in Skien. They will be further explored
in Section 4: Convergence, with a vision of what they can look like in the future. A list of the
current UA projects with their contact information can also be found in Appendix A, and a more
complete summary of the current situation of UA in Skien is presented in our “rich picture”
found in Appendix B.

Urban Agriculture in Skien: Currents goals
The actors currently concerned by UA in Skien are diverse and have different goals. Some, like
Ellen Dagsrud (Århus Gård) and Gunn Marit Christenson (Ibsenbiblioteket project leader), are
personally committed to the social, ecological and cultural values of UA and keep trying to
involve more people. The church-affiliated group Youth With A Mission (Ungdom i oppdrag),
whom are involved in a Kitchen Garden project (Kverndalen y nytt lys), put an emphasize on
community-building. The Kommune would like to use urban farming as a tool to
beautify/revitalize the city centre uses participatory approaches (they try to involve the
residents in the project design). Steinar Moe, the owner of Skien central island Klosterøya,
could also use UA as a tool to build community on the island and as a business opportunity.
Both the private sector and Kommune desire to attract more tourism to the city.
If we sum up general goals of developing UA in a city (urbanfarming.org, 2017) with the goals
expressed by the different stakeholders we met, the objectives of UA for Skien are:
•

Food awareness – realizing the implications (professional, social, ecological…) of the food
system

•

Food ownership – being able to decide how one’s food is produced/distributed

•

Community building – enhancing cooperation and personal relations among residents, and
between producers, processors, distributors and consumers

•

Ecological production – decreasing food miles, growing organic, enhancing biodiversity

•

City revitalization – developing the activity and attractiveness of the city

•

Pleasure in growing one’s food!

However, these goals may not necessarily reflect the current priorities of the population of
Skien. This disconnect between the culture of Skien and the goals of Urban Agriculture will be
further examined throughout this document. We believe that there is room to explore the
potential of Urban Agriculture to help facilitate achieving the goals of the city and its citizens.
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Urban Agriculture in Skien: Challenges
With the exception of the farm shops and CSAs, the production of the farms of Skien is
disconnected from the residents as the food produced on the farm enters the conventional
distribution system, and ends up packaged on grocery store shelves. Additionally, it doesn’t
appear that the Kommune’s current interpretation of Urban Agriculture stress access to locally
produced foods, nor do they identify as an “edible city” or “agricultural city”. A few urban
farming projects have started in the city; however they appear to be isolated initiatives, with
the key players not leveraging each other to share resources, learnings and goals. Finally,
finding the community members to keep continuity of the projects is a challenge, all the more
so as there is scattered interest from the population throughout the year around food projects
and events.
Overall, we identified the current state of UA in Skien to reflect the following themes:
Connectivity consuming food from the local producers is not part of the residents’ habits and
identity.
Silo Effect

projects and project stakeholders appear to be working in isolation with little
collaboration.

Continuity

projects face challenge of getting sustained community involvement.

These themes were further explored and expanded upon in the public workshop. There are
several key strategies to overcome each of these challenges, individually and in community. The
next section of this document will outline how the workshop was conducted, who came, and
how challenges can be turned into solutions.
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3 Public Workshop
A public workshop was held to bring together the key players in UA in Skien as the Silo Effect
was identified as a challenge during the first visit.
The workshop was designed to explore three key areas:
1. A Desired Vision
2. Common Challenges faced by the UA stakeholders and their root cause
3. Solutions and Action Plans
Invitations to the workshop were extended to UA players in all sectors – public, private,
community groups, producers, distributors, consumers. In total, sixteen people attended the
workshop (Appendix C: Attendance of Workshop) representing the Kommune, Århus Gård
(community farm), Bakken Folkehage (community garden), an independent landscape architect
working on a private UA project, and members of Youth With A Mission working on the
Kommune’s Kitchen garden project.
Producers, Distributors and Private business supporting UA were missing, therefore, it should
be noted that the perspectives from these players are absent from this workshop.

A desired vision
During the workshop, we invited the citizens of Skien to vision what their desired future of the
city would look like in 10 years. This simple, yet powerful exercise demonstrated that no matter
the background of the individual, each person in the community could vision a complimentary
future for Skien. The farmers, landscape architects and community gardeners sought to
increase the ‘edibility’ of the city landscaping. The citizens and Kommune members wanted to
beautify the city, to liven up the downtown spaces with arts and creativity. The participants
desired to unify under a common identity, to boost the reputation of the city that they are
proud to call home. This post-it visioning exercise (pictured below) is synthesized in Figure 4
(next page).
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Figure 4

Post-it Note vision exercise

These scattered goals could be grouped into three separate categories, which reflect both our
findings as well as the participants’ vision of their city: 1) community identity, 2) blooming, and
3) cultivating food in public spaces. Figure 5 represents a colourful image that reflects the
desires of the citizens to work together to create this reality in the coming years.
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Figure 5

Future vision of Urban Agriculture in Skien, adapted from workshop
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Common challenges faced and their root causes
In the workshop, the participants were asked the following question:

What main challenge (within your area of concern), if resolved, would radically
improve Urban Agriculture development in Skien?
From the participant’s response, four main themes emerged:
Table 2

Themes for challenges related to Urban Agriculture in Skien

Theme

Questions Emerging from Challenges

People

How to motivate the man on the street? How to get more people
involved? How to communicate how easy UA can be?

Community Involvement

How do we get the community involved and bring together a
common goal? How can the community get resources to get
projects started?

Sustainable Ownership

How to create a sustainable platform for collaboration? How to
sustain motivation during winter months?

Cultural Shift

How to cultivate pride and knowledge on UA and its values among
citizens and the public authorities?

We then asked the participants to find out what they can think of as the root causes of the
challenges they identified. Root causes address the fundamental causes, or symptoms of a
given situation, and can help clarify solutions. Table 3 depicts the root causes explored by the
participants.
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Table 3

Explored causes for identified challenge

Theme

Causes Explored

People

Culture of not used to taking initiative
Costs required
Lack of knowledge
Lack of qualifications
Lack of government programs
Stigma of farming and historical culture
Eco-friendly oversaturation
Results and profits are hard to visualize in the long term

Community Involvement

Lack of ownership
Lack of good leadership
Lack of empowerment
Lack of knowledge

Sustainable Ownership

Lack of school gardens (lack of inspiration)
Lack of pride about agriculture (growing food is low status)
Greed
Wealth (Norway is rich, lacking food deficiency, we have
enough food, enough of all)
Conceit (we think we are good, we are behind in the green
shift, lack global responsibility)

Cultural Shift

Culture of not used to taking initiative
Costs required
Lack of knowledge
Lack of qualifications
Lack of government programs
Stigma of farming and historical culture
Eco-friendly oversaturation
Results and profits are hard to visualize in the long term
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Solutions reflected from the workshop
After the themes and their root causes were explored in the workshop, each group was asked
to generate solutions related to the challenge they identified. We asked the groups to tie
together the solutions that they discussed in a concrete detailed plan, which they presented.
Their solutions are summarized in the following table.
Table 4

Workshopped solutions for each challenge

Theme

Solutions Explored

People

Organize a Public Dinner themed around local food, featuring local
products

Community Involvement

Create a garden at Lie Bydelshus (a community centre) and start
activities related to UA in the centre (workshops, talks, meals…)

Sustainable Ownership

Create a framework for ownership of the Kitchen garden project
(Kverndalen i nytt lys); facilitate participatory approach and
creation of a common vision between the Kommune and the
street residents

Cultural Shift

Create a legitimate status of UA in the Kommune, define a
common language and communication between projects in Skien,
promote the culture shift through education

Considerations to implement these solutions
The solutions from the workshop were not fully developed into action plans due to the limited
amount of time we had to explore these ideas. We observed that the participants’ solutions for
each theme had different depths of details. The themes also overlapped with interconnected
goals and actors. This section will dive deeper into turning these solutions into real action plans,
with itemized steps and accountable persons.
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The main goals of the action plans, synthesized from the workshop, can be summarized as:
•

Community strengthening

•

Public education

•

Creating shared ownership of projects

•

Catalyze grassroots involvement

•

Facilitate communication amongst stakeholders

Figure 6 below represents three concrete Action Plans that address these goals.

Figure 6

Action plans for solutions identified in workshop

This concludes the Workshop section of the document. From here, our group has tried to
answer the needs and desires to implement UA in Skien through a unified concept.
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4 Convergence: A unifying
concept for Urban Agriculture in
Skien
This section will explore the concept of creating an Urban Food Trail in Skien, as a unifying force
to strengthen UA initiatives of the city centre, followed by a recommended approach to
collaborate and advocate for UA in the city. Finally, an analysis of the viability of these two
complimentary ideas will be presented.

The Urban Food Trail: Connecting UA projects in Skien
By developing the Action Plans initiated in the public workshop, we observed that a particular
challenge was only partly addressed in the participants’ action plans: the lack of communication
and shared goals between project leaders.
Indeed, it is a common phenomenon for Urban Agriculture to start as scattered initiatives,
mixed between grassroots and municipal projects. We think that a key element to bring those
initiatives forward is to create a common framework to unify those projects.
To strengthen the link between UA actors, an Urban Food Trail was conceptualized in Bristol,
which maps out beautiful and productive gardens throughout the city centre. Available at the
tourist centre, the map of the Food Trail was developed by the movement Incredible Edible and
now features an app to guide the tourists into the history and details of the gardens.
Based on the information we collected during the public workshop, we think that this idea
would be relevant to implement in Skien. We believe that this unifying concept can bring
together the current UA stakeholders towards a common desired vision (section 3.1) , while
fostering biodiversity in the city and making the centre more attractive. It can also address the
challenges of continuity, connectivity and silo effect that we identified in our observations. By
increasing the visibility of different growing initiatives in the city centre, and beautifying the
urban space, we think that the trail will provide a source of inspirations to trigger more
grassroots involvement, while meeting the goals of current project leaders, the Kommune and
citizens.
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In the following map (Figure 7) we have designed an example of how a Skien Urban Food Trail
(SUFT) could be, based on the current projects identified in our two visits. We acknowledge
that this list is incomplete, and have also taken some liberty to perceive what their desired
future could be and how it might fit more seamlessly into the SUFT. Another key element to the
success of this trail is Increasing the connection between consumers and farmers from the periurban area. Section 4.1.2 highlights the development of an Edible Green Corridor, which has an
aim to increase physical connectivity, as well as be a premiere site to cultivate food in public
spaces.

Figure 7

Skien Urban Food Trail: Urban Agriculture projects and pathways in Skien
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4.1.1 Urban Food Trail projects and actors
This section provides a brief description of each projects’ current situation. We will also share
what we imagine could be a desirable future for each project and how it can be integrated into
the Skien Urban Food Trail.
Contact information for each project leader can be found in Appendix A.
[1] KLØSTEROYA

Project leader: Bjørg Wethal, Laurie Vestøl

Present

Future

The island located just outside of the city
centre was recently bought by a private
investor from Oslo, Steinar Moe. Besides the
current construction of a high school, Steinar
Moe is developing private housing
apartments, along with a rehabilitation
centre. Because of the large amount of land
that is not eligible for construction, there has
been an interest from the project leaders to
invest in urban gardens as a way to increase
the attractiveness of the island, as well as to
strengthen the building of a new
intergenerational community.

After discussing with one of the stakeholders
of the project, we grasped the vision for
Klosterøya in the future to become a central
hub for Urban Agriculture projects, including
public food forest, edible parking lots, school
gardens and places to connect with people
from the neighbourhood. By collaborating
with the Kommune and other public projects,
Klosterøya has been fully integrated in the
social network of Urban Agriculture projects
in Skien. Events and workshops are regularly
organized to maintain the landscape and
bring together people from the local housing,
as well as from outside. Although the
initiative was privately triggered, the gardens
have become self-run by people from the
island.

Figure 8

Klosterøya Island
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[ 2 ] JACOB & GABRIEL
Present

Future

Located in the city centre, this
restaurant serves of the most
exquisite food in Skien, sourced as
much as possible from local farms.

The restaurant has continued to developed its menu
with a high focus on seasonal availability and flavor.
It has also opened a more accessible lunch menu,
serving simple dishes exclusively from ingredients
grown in and outside the city. By reducing the
transportation costs as well as the intermediaries in
the supply chain, the restaurant has gained access to
fresh and cheap vegetables, herbs and eggs. By
offering affordable and healthy dishes, the place has
become a central meeting place for the Skien citizens
while attracting customers from all over Grenland for
its uniqueness.

Figure 9

Jacob & Gabriel logo

Figure 10

Local fare served at Jacob & Gabriel
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[ 3 ] BAKKEN FOLKEHAGE

Project leader: Tone Olafsdatter and Knut Skinnarbard

Present

Future

Initiated by a couple of inhabitants from a
residential area close to the centre, this small
urban garden features boxes of vegetables, a
compost area, and a small greenhouse.
Inspired from the Incredible Edible
movement in Oslo, the gardeners have
developed an agreement to occupy a public
garden with the condition of maintaining it.
The garden is entirely community-run and
funded by its participants, but mostly came
together using free by-products materials.
Using a Facebook group as a communication
platform, the group meets every Tuesday
and features between 4 to 20 participants, of
all ages. People are able to grow their own
boxes, bus also share resources with other
gardeners. Barbecues and parties are hosted
frequently, bringing together the local
community.

Thanks to some funds provided by the
Kommune, the garden has expanded in the
whole public park that is presently occupied.
A toolshed has been constructed, as well as a
pizza oven and a cabin where people can still
meet in the Winter. The garden is still
volunteer-run, but thanks to the help of the
Incredible Edible movement of Oslo, some
members are taking the responsibility to
make sure the garden is constantly at fullproduction. Although some boxes are still
private, most of the cultivated area is shared
by the gardeners who are free to take up a
bag of their harvest when they join activities.
The garden is connected to other projects
from the Kommune and supports the
implementation of similar parcels throughout
the city.

Figure 11

Bakken Folkehage
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[ 4 ] IBSENBIBLIOTEKET

Project leader: Gunn Marit Christenson

Present

Future

The Ibsen Library is currently a project under
construction, building up through a
participatory approach aiming at meeting the
vision of the future users. The project is an
important cultural initiative for the city since
it will combine a library, an Ibsen visitor
centre and an expansion of service centre for
residents. Its main goal is to develop a new
society of active, committed and creative
citizens. Meetings and lectures to present
the project have been facilitated by the
project leader this year, in order to
brainstorm what could be the feature of a
modern library. The ideas that came out
were: quiet zones, cafe areas, games’ room,
exhibition areas, areas without technology,
areas of future technology, areas for
knowledge sharing, for democratization, for
online help and integration and training in
crafts, 3D printing, knitting. The project
leader is also supporting the integration of
urban gardening as part of the design of the
building, which will be located either in the
cultural quarter or in the dairy quarter. Either
by producing food in the building (in growing
boxes, terraces, or on the roof) or by offering
a meeting space for gardeners, the future
library wants to be embedded in the Skien
Urban Agriculture movement.

Our group imagined the library to become a
central community space, bringing together
food interest groups as well as marginal
groups (elderly, children, disabled,
immigrants) through different workshop
activities and education programs. The staff
members are responsible for facilitating
those events, as well as supervising the
maintenance of the cultivated areas (edible
roof, window farms, etc.). In partnership with
the Kommune and the “På taket” project
initiated by Laurie Vestøl, a food forest is
implemented on the roof of the building. The
design was conceived between urban
planners, citizens, and students from
landscape architecture degrees who
generated a feasibility study of the project
through a Master Thesis. Courses are
frequently held for the public to learn about
gardening techniques, food preserving,
composting… A small café serves local food
and hosts a winter farmers market. The
library also features donation closets, book
exchanges, repairing tools, a seed bank, and
skill sharing boards to strengthen circular
economies between the Skien citizens.
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Figure 12

Drawings from the public workshops for the future Ibsenbiblioteket

[ 5 ] LIE BYDELSHUS

Project leader: Sara Magalhães

Present

Future

Lie Bydelshus is a community centre located at
the heart of Skien. They arrange courses, have
different cultural events, clubs and workshops,
merging social classes from seniors to
immigrant children.

One of the community member of Århus Gård
mentioned during our public workshop her
interest to develop a small garden outside the
centre. This could be a future initiative
conducted in partnership with the current
members of the centre, and especially the
chefs of the canteen who serves homemade
food every day. While creating the
opportunity to develop gardening activities,
the project could also meet the demand of
specific fresh and local vegetables for the
kitchen. Lie Bydelshus would become a
gathering point for different UA actors, and
facilitate movie screenings, inviting speakers,
and organizing public workshops aimed at
increasing public awareness and education
around sustainable Food Systems.
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Figure 13

Lie Bydelshus exterior

Figure 14

Lie Bydelshus patio

[ 6 ] MENY
Present

Future

During our first visit to Skien, we had the
chance to talk to the manager of the
downtown MENY store. We were positively
surprised by his commitment to provision local
products, from Telemark apple juice to
vegetables, cheeses, jams and meat products.
These food products are displayed on a specific
stand and branded under a “made in
Telemark” advertisement. Moreover, the store
has a dedicated stall for “old vegetables”, sold
at a reduced price.

We believe there is room to further develop
the availability and accessibility of local
products in grocery stores in Skien. We
envision that MENY could have a separate
stand for local food produced within the
boundaries of Skien Kommune, with more
information on its origin, pictures and stories
and the producers for example. More
emphasis could also be put into organic
products. In addition, the store has developed
a partnership with a community kitchen (in
Lie Bydelshus for instance) to donate all the
old vegetables and transformed products,
which are not sellable anymore. The kitchen
uses the products to serve affordable meals
for the community.

Figure 15

Local food signage at MENY
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[ 7 ] KVERNDALEN I NYTT LYS

Project leader: Marja Skotheim Folde

Present

Future

“Kverndalen i nytt lys” is one of the several
projects included in the Skien 2020 Action
Plan of the Kommune. Located in a run-down
central street of the city, the project was
initiated by the Kommune to renew this
neighborhood and build long term
connectivity for the community. Thanks to
several rounds of public consultation, the
municipality managed to involve the local
residents in the planning of and remodelling
process of the street. This summer, the street
cleared all the waste containers, and installed
colourful furniture and plant boxes along the
sidewalk. Ping-pong tables and outdoor
dining areas were also placed, as requested
by the people. Next year, the municipality
wants to create a “kitchen garden”, filling up
growing containers with edible plants.
Although the maintenance will have to come
from the people, a specialized urban designer
will be consulted to establish a planting plan.
The collaborative approach was revealed as
challenging, according to the municipality
experience, due to the heterogeneity of the
population and the absence of current
dialogue among the people. By bringing
people together around a common project,
Urban Agriculture could be a great
opportunity to revitalize this street.

The municipality has successfully facilitated
the discussion between neighbours to create
a unified vision for the street, with the
support of the youth organization “Ungdom i
oppdrag”. According to local needs and
requests, adequate plants have been
planted, and furniture installed. By their
involvement in the planning process, the
people from the street are empowered to
maintain and keep the garden alive.
Moreover, the garden is used by the
rehabilitation centre (Kverndalen) as a
support for therapy programs. Weekly
meetings and events inspired from Bakken
Folkehage strengthen the growth of the local
community.
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Figure 16 Map of kverndalen i nytt lys
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[ 7 ] MOSAIKK

Former Project leader: Laurie Vestøl

Present

Future

In 2012 the Kommune has a vision to work
with landlords to revitalize unused couryards
in the city centre. Connecting the businesses
and private apartments at the heart of the
city, the Mosaikk project aims to bring art,
cafés, gardens and meeting places to where
people live. By revitalizing those courtyards,
the city hopes to consolidate citizenship and
ownership of the city while creating a
greener and more lively Skien centre. The
project is currently dormant.

The Mosaikk project has been resurrected
and expanded into 40 different backyards,
and is connecting the whole city centre.
While acting as a cultural arena by featuring
Land Art, temporary exhibitions and free
creation spaces, the backyards also serve as
intimate meeting places for the community.
Several growing boxes and beds have been
installed by the municipality after a
participatory consultancy of the residents of
the streets. The local residents are fully
involved in the project, and take over the
maintenance tasks. Vertical walls have been
installed with edible vines and herbs which
provide food and biodiversity. The harvested
goods are directly used by the residents and
the local cafés.

Figure 17

Mosaikk courtyard
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[ 8 ] STEVNEPLASSEN

Project Leader: Hanneke Kloosterman

Present

Future

Located at the outskirt of the city centre,
Stevneplassen is a 58,000 m² park which used
to host circuses, fairs, markets, exhibitions,
concerts and festivals. The buildings are now
mostly underused, and deserted from
activity. In 2012, the municipality launched a
participatory process to plan for the future
development of the area, with the idea of
promoting business opportunities, housing
projects and recreational activities. The vision
of an open, sportive, social and multi-use
space was co-created by the local residents
and the municipality. Emerging ideas involve
more sport activities, green spaces, and
market places to reconnect with the old
tradition of the area. Because of a
neighbouring housing project under
construction, the Kommune cannot initiate
any other construction projects in the coming
years. Therefore some temporary usages,
involving Urban Agriculture projects, have
been suggested by the project leader.
However, there is currently no public
engagement around this topic, and no
specific groups who would be interested in
initiating such projects.

Stevneplassen has developed the first
horticultural-therapy centre of Telemark.
Welcoming a wide range of marginalized
population (drug addicts, immigrants, old
people, health care…), the centre is financed
by the municipality and uses gardening
activities as a mean for social integration and
personal therapy. The food harvested from
the garden is sold to local school canteens,
which helps run the costs of the organization.
Allotments gardens have also been created
to provide the opportunity for the
neighbouring migrant population to lead
their own project and transmit their
knowledge. Different festivals related to
food, music and art are happening through
the year. A weekly farmers market featuring
a wide range of producers from the Skien
peri-urban area is hosted, as well as the
annual Mersmak Festival.
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Figure 18

Rendering of future vision for Stevneplassen
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[ 9 ] GRØNN STADION

Project Leaders: Einar Håndlykken, Vigdis Saga Kjørholt

Present
The Skagerak Arena is the largest sport centre in Skien and the largest football stadium in
Telemark. It is linked to several business activities and represent an important cultural
identity for a large community in Skien. The desire to upgrade the arena with more
sustainable projects has emerged from the citizens’ mixed feelings about its current poor
aesthetics and the presence of residence areas within its architecture. The stadium is
therefore intrinsically connected to the well-being of its neighboring community. The concept
of a “Green Stadium”, including solar panels on the roof and food production through the use
of vertical walls as growing spaces, was introduced by Langøya Hovedgård and the manager
of the football club who is involved in environmental activism. The idea is to create a holistic
business model where the food is produced by the local population in the stadium itself,
transformed on-site and sold to nearby stores as well as during the games. The presence of
diverse communities in the area (football players, language training refugees, secondary
schools, kindergarten, elderly, rehabilitation for addicts) strongly supports the need to
implement new activities to bring these diverse groups together. The project is still in early
phases process. Rooted in a vision of innovation, inclusion and “greening,” the Grønn Stadion
is aligned with the perspectives of the Kommune for the future.

Figure 19

Current Grønn Stadion
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Future
By meeting the needs of the local community and supporting food production, and by its
efficient energy consumption and the provision of ecological habitats, Skagerak has become a
unique model for “green stadium”. It has become a strong identity for Skien, reflecting the
values of the citizens. The multi-use of the space is organized around food production,
wildlife preservation, social inclusion and business opportunity. Diverse surfaces, from roofs,
to terraces and walls are turned under production, using locally sourced materials. The
produces grown in the stadium are sold through an app to customers who are part of a
Kooperativ system. Organic snacks are also sold during the games, and the surplus of the
production is donated to school canteens and community centres. Team building activities as
well as workshops are organized to maintain the infrastructures and educate the population
about these innovative growing surfaces. A global composting system for the arena is
installed and is connected to a methanisation plant which generates energy cycled back into
the arena.
(more info: read the master thesis (Rosted,2017)

Figure 20

Rendering for future vision for Grønn Stadion
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4.1.2 Edible Green Corridor: Connecting urban to peri-urban
Present
The Green Corridor runs from the downtown area to the northern peri-urban areas. Several
kilometres of walking and bicycling trails exist with sprawling green lawns on each side. While
the map reflects the main road in the green corridor, there are several side trails that lead
east and west, and extend to other Urban Agricultural projects. Skien Kommune funds the
maintenance of this public-use space. The current plans for development are unknown.
Goals of the Edible Green Corridor Project
1. Increase physical and social connectivity between consumers, Urban Agricultural projects
and project managers
2. Convert lawns into aesthetic and productive gardens and food forests
3. Foster community relations through hosting workshops in these open public spaces
4. Expand the trail network to peri-urban farms, create cycling lanes where consumers can
bicycle on and purchase from farms directly

Figure 21

Current green corridor in Skien
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Future
The landscape of the green corridor reflects the high potential for the cultivation of edible
and useful plants in public spaces. Apple trees, berry bushes and canes, and other fruit trees,
shrubs and herbal plants have been planted on the side of the trail. Specific strategies have
been implemented to reduce maintenance work, such as perennial ground covers and
rotationally grazing sheeps to mow the lawn. Several models for the design of the pathways,
food forests and edible landscaping have been researched as a valuable reference. These
include Edible Trails Project (Figure 22) and Beacon Hill Food Forest (Figure 23), whose plant
selection is comparable to the climate of Skien, as well as the models of installing and
maintaining these public spaces.

Figure 22

Edible Trails Project Cedar Lake Food Forest Design
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While increasing the ecological functions of the landscape, the edible green corridor gives the
city an identity, adds aesthetic value, and increases social well-being by providing outdoors
activities. By connecting the city centre with neighbouring farms, the trail also bridges the
gap between producers and consumers, helping to relocalize the food system. These edible
green corridors also became an educational tool for schools, providing both theoretical and
practical activities.
The municipality has zoned it appropriately, funded the initial stages, and many private
businesses have donated into the project as well. Its regular maintenance has been
integrated under the green space department of the Kommune. However, the citizens have
organized a grassroots participatory design process, and the harvest is distributed through
volunteer-led roadside stands offering big bags of produce, as well as into many communal
dinners.

Figure 23

Beacon Hill Food Forest Design
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Resources for converting lawn into edible and useful landscaping
Besides planting just fruit trees and berry bushes, there are many other useful plants that build
soil fertility and attract pollinators. Table 5 is a list of plant species that could supplement the
more obvious choices for edible landscaping. Another useful tip is to tap into resources, both
natural and human, who already have experience with these less common landscape plants,
such as farmers, gardeners and landscape architects. We recommend consulting with Vigdis
Saga Kjørholt and Sara Magalhães in the process of selecting, propagating and planting these
species. Stephen Barstow, who lives near Trondheim, is another valuable resource for plant
stock and knowledge on this subject.
Table 5

List of hardy, climate adapted, soil fertility-building, pollinator attracting
perennial species

Norwegian

Scientific name

English common name

Russisk Sølvbusk

Elaeagnus angustifolia

Russian Olive

Elaeagnus parvifolia

Silverberry

Japansk Sølvbusk

Elaeagnus umbellata

Autumn Olive

Sibirertebusk

Caragana arborescens

Siberian Pea Shrub

Storrobina

Robinia pseudoacacia

Black Locust

Sølvgråor

Alnus incana

Alder

Shepherdia

Shepherdia argentea

Buffalo Berry

Tindved

Hippophae rhamnoides

Common Seabuckthorn
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Food Policy Council: A Model to Establish an Urban
Agriculture Working Group
The Skien Urban Food Trail is a way to unify all the projects under a branded umbrella where all
projects can share resources, learn from each other and benefit in awareness and outreach
through the scale of a larger network. But before the trail can happen, there needs to be a
common platform for working together.
Urban Agriculture is a cross-sectoral activity. The benefits and coordination of UA activities
require involvement of residents, associations, businesses, educational institutions and relevant
authorities. While many UA projects are currently in progress, it is noted that there is a lack of
coordinated priorities, processes and resources to achieve a common UA goal. Furthermore,
the participants of our workshop identified that they would like to see a platform to work
together and receive guidance on how to reach out, communicate and exchange ideas.

4.2.1 Food Policy Councils: A Platform for Collaboration and
Advocacy
How Food Policy Councils can advance
Urban Agriculture
•

By bringing together stakeholders who
play a role in UA

•

By highlighting economic and social
development opportunities that UA can
bring to communities

•

By focusing attention to untapped
potential of UA

•

By involving, informing and proposing
policy solutions

•

By providing on the ground actions to
build support for UA

A possible platform for working together is to
establish a UA working group, fashioned in a
manner of Food Policy Council (FPC). Food
Policy Councils are common in Canada and
the United States and have emerged in the
last three decades to produce coordinated
action and advocacy for food system issues
(Harper et al, 2009). A FPC includes
stakeholders from various sectors of food
system, from community leaders,
government officials, growers, educators,
distributors and engaged citizens.
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While FPC are focused on broader food
system issues of production, consumption,
processing, distribution and waste recycling,
there has been successful cases of FPC
making significant advancements of UA as a
part of their agenda. For example, the
Toronto Food Policy Council spearheaded
GrowTO: An Urban Agriculture Plan for
Toronto. GrowTO was created to specifically
bring together stakeholders playing a role in
UA.
GrowTO brought awareness to UA issues and
programs and was involved in policy
solutions to support UA. This group looked at
a broad range of farming projects, including
commercial farms and market gardens,
Figure 24
residential gardens and edible landscaping,
community gardens on city-owned land,
gardens and farms on institutional land,
school gardens and entrepreneurial farms
and CSAs. They were also involved in gleaning
projects and orchards, rooftop farms,
greenhouses, therapeutic gardens and urban
livestock.

Toronto Food Policy Council
GrowTO Urban Agriculture
Initiative

Food Policy Councils are now common in Canada and the U.S. and there is also growing
momentum for them in Europe. Bristol became the first city in Europe with a FPC in 2011. Since
then, the Bristol FPC has developed A Good Food Plan for Bristol that has provided advocacy
and action for Urban Agriculture and the protection of agricultural land. It also established the
Bristol Urban Food Trail that has become the inspiration for the Skien Urban Food Trail.
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4.2.2 Food Policy Council framework for Skien
A FPC in Skien, or a working group specifically dedicated to UA, could be an effective forum for
coordinating goals and actions of the Urban Food Trail, and to bring a community voice to UA to
the planning level. This is especially important as UA has not been explicitly identified in the
Skien 2015 – 2019 Strategic Plan. However, UA can certainly fit into Skien’s vision for a Good
and Inclusive Meeting Place. The Kommune’s vision focuses on three pillars: Environmental
and Sustainability, A Good Life Course with a focus on Children and Youth Upbringing
Conditions, and City and Industry Development (2015 – 2019 Skien Strategic Plan, 2016), all of
which UA can be a natural fit.
A FPC can take on many forms; the county or local government can formally initiate it, or it can
be purely a grassroots movement. The governance, make-up and participation of a FPC is
dependent on the need of each community in which it serves. The important thing is that it
provides a space for all actors involved in food issues to discuss complex problems and
solutions.
Given the current challenges identified in the workshop – the need to motivate people, lack of
community involvement, the sustainability of projects and the cultural shift required to support
UA – it doesn’t appear that UA is at a stage in Skien with a groundswell of grassroots movement
that can self organize a FPC. At this stage, a council that is initiated and supported by the
Kommune is recommended.
There are many resources and examples of FPC available. Some of these resources have been
compiled in Appendix D, including a link to a “Food Policy Councils: Lessons Learned” report
published by the Food First Organization out of Oakland, California. In addition, the timeline for
the development of Winnipeg’s Food Policy Council is provided to show the typical stages of
Initiation, Consultation, Outreach and Approval that’s required to establish a FPC.
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Below is a recommended framework for the Skien Kommune to establish a FPC or simply a UA
Working Group. Critical to getting started is support from the Skien Kommune, both in terms of
supplying resources and making UA a priority. A staff member or project owner would be ideal
to ensure the working group gets off to a successful start. With the understanding that funding
for staffing can be challenging and adding projects to people’s already full portfolios is not
ideal, perhaps alternatives for resourcing the initiation phases can be pursued. For example,
research components of the project can be tied to a student’s Masters’ thesis and the
execution of the FPC can be tied to an internship.
Table 6

Components, resources and action steps required for implementing a FPC

Components

Resources

Action Steps Required

FPC Initiation

Funding and priority from the
Kommune. Support from
politicians and administration

Identify staff or project owner to
spearhead establishing a FPC

Members

Balanced representatives from
Kommune, educators, community
gardens, engaged citizens,
businesses, growers, food
processors and distributors

Outreach to community and
identify community leaders
interested in moving forward a UA
agenda. Reach out to project
leaders identified in the Skien
Urban Food Trail

Governance

A board of directors co-chaired by Project owner to conduct
someone in the Kommune and the consultation and draft a Terms of
community
Reference (TOR). Final TOR to be
workshopped and signed by
working group

Administration

Meeting space, administrative
support, marketing and
communications support, access
to policy and planning expertise

Support from politicians and
administration in the Kommune

Mandate

Vision, Mission, Values, Objectives
and Goals

To be established by working
group
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4.2.3 Force Field Analysis: Implementing the Urban food Trail and
Food Policy Council
Force field analysis was developed by experiential learning expert Kurt Lewin. It is used to
understand the factors that are driving or hindering the shift from the current state to a desired
future state (Wells, 2006) (Figure 25). What are the driving and hindering forces to move Skien
to a city with a vibrant Urban Food Trail that is supported by a Food Policy Council? How can
these forces be leveraged or mitigated?

Figure 25

Force field analysis towards a vibrant Urban Food Trail with FPC

The identification of driving and hindering forces are gleaned from a Strength, Weaknesses,
Opportunities, Threat (SWOT) analysis Ellen Dagsrud conducted as a part of the Strategi for
bynærtog urbant landbruk i Telemark, as well as information we gathered through interviews,
observations and through the workshop.
A force field analysis is useful to identify actions that need to be taken to leveraged (Table 7) or
mitigated (Table 8) to direction towards a desired future. Without a groundswell of grassroots
movement at the moment, the Kommune can play a strategic and driving role in supporting an
UA vision. Good news is that the Kommune has funding for projects and the County Governor’s
office sees UA as a priority. Although Ellen is a champion of UA at the County level, can she
work with the Kommune to find a champion for UA in the Kommune to spearhead activity?
Finally, Skien does not have to act in isolation. There are other municipalities, such as nearby
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Porsgrunn, with a vibrant CSA and other more developed UA activities. It can look at joining
forces with all municipalities in the Grenland area to leverage each other’s strengths.

Table 7

How to leverage supporting forces of the Urban Food Food Trail and Food
Policy Council

Driving Forces

How to Leverage

UA recognized as a priority in Telemark’s
County Governor’s Office

Build relationships with County Governor’s
office and join forces with other municipalities,
such as Porsgrunn

A desire from Kommune to integrate UA
into planning projects

Legitimize UA as a priority in the Kommune’s
vision and goals

Available funding from Kommune

Earmark funding for resources to start a FPC

Momentum from other Norwegian &
European cities

Use other examples to inspire and educate on
UA potential and benefits

Community projects already happening

Kommune to bring connection to these projects

Table 8

How to mitigate hindering forces of the Urban Food Trail and Food Policy
Council

Hindering Forces

How to Mitigate

No clear ownership and processes for UA

Kommune to take leadership to spearhead a
FPC

Finding engaged community members

Network with participants from the workshop
to identify leaders

Sustaining projects

Earmark funding and resources to start an FPC
to establish roles and responsibilities

Lack of pride / knowledge on agriculture

Develop education programs. Promote success
stories from elsewhere and locally.

Champion for UA in Kommune has not
been identified

Ellen to work with Kommune to identify internal
champion

No existing foundation for a FPC

Use examples and templates from other FPCs.
Connect with Bristol for learning opportunities.
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5 Conclusion
Near the end of our Workshop, the participants
were asked to put their names up on the wall
connected to an action of what he or she can do
to contribute to the desired future of Urban
Agriculture in Skien. Additionally, each person
was invited to provide what Skien – either the
Kommune or other external sources – could do
to support the community’s drive and projects.
Each workshop participant eagerly put their
name up on the wall and made a pledge of what
they could do and what they requested of Skien.

Figure 26

The photograph is taken from the workshop, and Figure 27 is
adapted from this workshop exercise. This symbolic action
reflects the will of the community members to create their
desired future. This timeline reflects the importance of
continuity and sustained accountability to achieve this vision,
while showing the deeper level of engagement from all sectors
(i.e Kommune, Private, Public) and the need to develop and
build relationships between each of the projects. There is a
widespread desire and commitment to the holistic approach to
building the platform of Urban Agriculture in Skien and
branding it as an innovative and forward-thinking community.
This document is meant to inspire, build community and raise
food awareness by sharing a similar intention to your stated
goals for Urban Agriculture in Skien! The authors hope this
serves as a reminder to your commitments and provides a
possible way forward of merging together all the projects to
achieve your desired vision of Skien in 2027.

Post-it Note action timeline

“If we could change
ourselves, the tendencies in
the world would also
change. As a man [or
community] changes his
own nature, so does the
attitude of the world
change towards him…
We need not wait to see
what others do.”

Mahatma Gandhi
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Figure 27

Timeline of what you and Skien can do to develop Urban Agriculture
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List of Current UA
Projects and Contacts
Name of project

Public reached

Brief description /
UA Potential

Contact of project leader

CURRENT PROJECTS
Klosterøya

Highschool,
residents,
rehabilitation
centre

Use gardens as social bridge
and educational tool for the
students and residents

bjorg.wethal@
asplanviak.no,
laurie@urbanspacelab.no

Kverndalen i Nytt
Lys

City centre,
nursery home and
residents

Create an edible street to
build community and merge
social groups

marja.skotheim.folde@
skien.kommune.no

Bakken Folkehage

Residents

Locally-driven initiative,
creation of community
gardens in a park

Bakkenfolkehage@
gmail.com

Århus Gård

Schools, students
with disabilities,
CSA shareholders

Use the farm as a support for
educational activities,
community involvement,
productive garden for CSA

tove@aarhusgaard.no

Meny

Residents

Features a selection of local
products (Telemark)

Jacob & Gabriel

Residents,
tourists, food
lovers

Serves gourmet food supplied
from local farm (Kjær Gård)

Kjær Gård

Residents
(Telemark and
Oslo)

Small organic vegetable
production with garden store

Hoppestad Gård

Everybody

Conventional and organic
vegetable production (for
Bama), production of
kombucha and sprouts

info@jacoboggabriel.no

perarne@
hoppestadgaard.no
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Brief description /
UA Potential

Name of project

Public reached

Contact of project leader

Mosaikk

Residents

Creation of connection
between backyards of the city
centre, featuring art
exhibitions, cultural events,
meeting places and
revegetalization

laurie@urbanspacelab.no

Mersmak Food
Festival

Tourists,
residents, food
lovers

Annual food festival, very
popular

kurt@mersmakiskien.no

FUTURE PROJECTS
Green corridor

Residents, tourists

Create an edible/green
corridor to connect urban and
peri-urban zones

fmteeld@fylkesmann.no

Stevne-plassen

Residents, high
school

Create a multifunctional use
of the space for residents and
students of the sports high
school

hanneke.kloosterman@
skien.kommune.no

Skagerak Arena

Residents (sport
community),
tourists

Biggest stadium in Telemark,
involved in Urban Agriculture
projects

vigdis@langoyahovedgard
.no

Ibsenbiblioteket

Residents

Future public library which
will be co-designed through a
participatory approach to
meet the desires of Skien
citizens

Lie Byderhus

Residents and
members of the
community centre

A place for workshops,
courses and events. It is a
union between the
International Centre and Lie
Culture- ad Activity Centre.

gunnmarit.christenson@s
kien.kommune.no

lie@bydelshus.no
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Rich picture of UA in
Skien
Following our first visit to Skien, we represented our discoveries about the current situation of
Skien UA in this large picture:
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1. Skien is considered an agricultural municipality as the city is closely surrounded by many
farms, producing a diversity of agricultural products sectors. Most of the production is
conventional, but there are also a relatively high percentage of organic dairy production. A
few organic farms with on-farm shop exist. The food produced by the farmers of Skien is
distributed through the conventional means, through main distributors such as TINE and
Bama. There are some actors of Skien, however, who try to offer an alternative path for the
food produced in the municipality. The restaurant Jacob & Gabriel, for instance, is located
near the city centre and serves local food from Telemark county. The supermarket MENY
carries produce and value-added products from Telemark as well, but not many from farms
of Skien because of volume requirements.
2. Among the farms present in Skien, there is one in particular that seeks to enhance the
connectivity between the city and the farms: Århus Gård. Århus runs a 150 member selfharvest CSA. They also invite school groups, elderly, and disabled to enhance the
connection of the city-dweller with the natural landscape and the source of food. Århus has
consulted city projects involving urban gardening.
3. Several “green corridors” link the city centre to peri-urban farms such as Århus. Many
patches of lawn with a few apple trees were observed on along these corridors. The
corridors, explored on a Friday afternoon, appeared to be fairly empty of activity. However
they could constitute ideal places to develop urban farming such as food forests for berry
bushes as well as fruit and nut trees.
4. The city centre of Skien is quite empty, and the Kommune is seeking to revitalize it. The
urban planning group is taking a participatory action approach with the citizens in order to
co-create projects that will endure. For example, the Kommune is actively sourcing ideas
from the residents and entrepreneurs to make propositions for an empty storefront. Within
the Kommune, Håvard Nymoen and Marja Skotheim Folde are in charge of the city
planning; they have a 2.8 billion kroner budget. A priority project within their portfolio is on
a mixed use business/residential street with a rehabilitation centre for drug addicts, which
is not the inhabitants’ favorite place. Steinar Moe, a private investor who has bought the
island Klosterøya, is evenly searching for ideas to design this central island, which includes a
high school, senior residences and a rehabilitation centre.
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5. The Kommune and Steinar Moe have similar visions as to how to revitalize these empty
centres into beautiful green spaces, with social activities and a strong sense of community.
Urban farming is one method of achieving these visions.
6. There is a small community garden within a 5 minute walk of the city centre: Bakken
Folkehage. This initiative includes a small group of active citizens who grow vegetables and
herbs in a few boxes located on a green space. Bakken Folkehage is used by the neighbours,
friends and a kindergarten that is located closeby. The initiative is for everyone, and they
have weekly meetings. However, this group is rather small. Some citizens arger food
production and community to leave to the CSA in Porsgrunn.
7. Skien is composed of various populations who have different interests, relatively separated
accommodations and divergent needs: elderly, immigrants, the industrial working class, the
middle class, addicts seeking rehabilitation, and young athletes. Near Skagerak Arena, a
large football stadium which has a green vision with UA projects in development, is a former
marketplace called Stevneplassen. This area has unused infrastructure and available green
spaces. The Kommune has consulted the different populations within the neighborhood on
how to use that space. Food wasn’t a subject of high interest compared to recreational
sports, meeting places, and possibly developing new residences.
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Agenda and Attendance
of the Workshop
AGENDA
17:00 - 17:20 Introduction & Meeting Each Other
17:20 - 18:00 Urban Agriculture: Around the World to Skien
18:00 - 18:30 Sharing a Meal Together
18:30 - 19:30 Workshop: Challenges into Solutions
19:30 - 20:00 Converging: Action Planning and Conclusion
ATTENDANCE
Name

Function

Contact

Ellen Dagsrud

Advisor for UA for County
Governor, works with Århus Gård

fmteeld@fylkesmannen.no

Tove Hoppestad

Manager in Århus Gård

tove@aarhusgaard.no

Sara Magalhães

Landscape architect, works with
Århus Gård

sara2010ap@gmail.com

Hanneke Kloosterman

Landscape Architect

hanneke.kloosterman@skien.
kommune.no

Milena Ruppel

Youth With A Mission involved in
Kitchen Garden Project

milena.s.ruppel@gmail.com

Tim Loewen

Youth With A Mission involved in
Kitchen Garden Project

tim.a.loewen@gmail.com

Anna Egeberg

Youth With A Mission involved in

annaegeb@gmail.com
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Name

Function

Contact

Kitchen Garden Project
Katrin Schild

Youth With A Mission involved in
Kitchen Garden Project

katrinschild@web.de

Carly Zeiser

Youth With A Mission involved in
Kitchen Garden Project

carly.zeiser@gmail.com

Marion Lukkari Arnesen

Agriculture department in
Kommune

marionlukkari.arnesen@skien
.kommune.no

Laurie Marlene Smith
Vestøl

Landscape architect specialized in laurie@urbanspacelab.no
UA

Tone Olafsdatter

Bakken Folkehage Leader

tone@bareskin.org
bakkenfolkehage@gmail.com

Knut Skinnarbard

Bakken Folkehage Leader

bakkenfolkehage@gmail.com

Helge Færøvik

Bakken Folkehage Member

Silje Damsgaard Bøyesen

Bakken Folkehage Member

Katrine Busk Haugen

Gardener in Århus

Geir Hofgaard Lieblein

Agroecology professor at NMBU

silje.boyesen@gmail.com
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Food Policy Council
Resources
The Johns Hopkins Centre for a Livable Future (CLF) publishes a website for Food Policy
Networks. There are almost 300 Food Policy Council in North America and this website provides
a directory and map of all the current council as well as research and resources.
http://www.foodpolicynetworks.org/
In addition, the CLP has provided some guidelines for structuring a FPC. The governance,
membership and purpose should reflect the needs of the community that it serves and the
structure of it can take on many forms. http://livablefutureblog.com/2016/02/structuring-yourfood-policy-council
While not as developed in Canada and the U.S., Food Policy Councils have started to form in
Europe in the last decade. The AgroEco Cities European Network provides links to active FPC in
Europe: http://www.agroecocities.eu/
Development of a Food Policy Council
With the current stated of Urban Agriculture of Skien in mind and the hindering and supporting
forces for getting a Food Policy Council started, it was observed that the Kommune can play a
pivotal leadership role in getting a Food Policy Council started. A government initiative typically
includes the phases of research, consultation, outreach and approval.
Below is an example of the timeline for the development of a Food Policy Council in Winnipeg,
Canada.
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Figure 28

Timeline for the development of the Winnipeg Food Policy Council

Food Policy Council lessons learned
Food First is a “people's think tank” based in Oakland, California, dedicated to food issues and
helping communities take control of their food systems through research, education and action.
In 2009 they published a comprehensive paper on lessons learned from Food Policy Councils in
the three decades since they have been in existence. It is based on extensive literature review
and testimonials from people involved in FPCs.
https://foodfirst.org/publication/food-policy-councils-lessons-learned/
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